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.05 cm. wide as an aid in the removal
of pio-ment.
It is 1·eadily apparent that thi investigation is rather laro-e and would
elicit full time participation from an
inve tigator. By u ing the team apprnach, it vvas only neces ary for a
student to use from ten to twenty
minutes of th e daily activity period.
Thi fitted into the school schedule
Yery ad equately as we have the problem, so common in this area, of many
student" being transported by bu .
Each participant is required to write
and submit an abstract of hi individual findings.
At the beginning of this experiment,

the autho:· had doubts that a:1 assigned ta k would not hold the students'
interest as well as one of their own
choJ ing. These dJubts were :::::lon e:~P lied. The students rapidly experienced the unique feeling that comes with
cbtaining an answe~· to a question by
p:::rsonal effort.
This type of research need not be
limited to the use of plants. It is. only
l:r.1it:::-' by tl 1~ in trnctor's imagination
and t:1e p1·oblem at hand. By using
the team approach, controls, variables,
dup}i cation , etc., were more than just
words. They became concepts to the
tudents.

Ways to V se the Overhead Projector
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The overhead projector, a familiar
sight in many science rooms, can be
used in a number
of i n t e r e s t i n g
ways.
Every o n e c a n
flash words and
drawings upon the
wall with the overhead projector, but
I think this projector has more potenMurphy
tial than this.
In chemistry, I use the overhead
to demonstrate reaction rates of metals in acids. Just put your beakers
(labeled with wax pencil on the bottom) on the overhead and watch the
reactions take place on the wall. You
can, also, demonstrate titration end
points with the overhead. The colored
indicators show up nicely.
There are, also, some good uses in
the area of physics for the overhead .
Using a clear pla tic box, some small
beads, and a vibrator-one can show
the kinetic motion of molecules. Simply put the beads in the box, hold the
box in position and vibrate it. A small
partition with a small opening can be
insei-ted in the box to demonstrate
diffusion rates. This demonstration is

not my original idea, but one of Dr.
Joe Woods, chemistry professo~· at
Drake University.
I have also used my overhead as a
ripple tank projector. I put a rectangular pyr :{ cake pan en the overhead
and vibrate the water with a.n electric
bell or buzz r. The students ob::ierve
the "creen with a slit strob:)scope. I
use a variable rheostat with the bell
and get some variation of frequency.
Another use of the overhead is in
the study of light. Polaroid lenses can
be placed on the projector and their
uses demonstrated to the entire class.
In biology, I have had less opportunity to use the overhead in different ways, but I do have one good use.
If you happen to have available plastic embedded biological specimens,
they will make interesting outlines
when laid on the overhead. I use my
frog skeleton in this manner and the
students actually enjoy observing it
more than looking at drawings.
In general science or physics I ha.ve
laid magnets on the overhead to demonstrate magnetic field. Just put a
clear acetate sheet over them and
sprinkle on the filings.
These are some of the unique ways
I use my overhead projector. How do
you use yours?

